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with link sent daily 

Liam Milne 

Welcome from Tim Runting 

Gold Coast Congress      

Tournament Organiser 

and Richard Ward,             

QBA President 

Welcome to the 62nd annual 

Gold Coast Congress!         

I would like to begin today by 

acknowledging the Yugambeh & Kombumerri 

people, traditional custodians of the land on which 

we gather today, and pay my respects to their  

Elders, past, present, and emerging. I extend that 

respect to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples here today.  

At last, after the difficulties of the last three years 

we have encountered, all three halls are back up 

and running with our attendance looking            

impressive as we write this. Fingers crossed our 

numbers are getting much closer to our record 

2020 year! And on the back of this great news,   

we have also secured the dates for our 63rd    

Congress; note the earlier start from 1 - 8         

February, 2025. 

As always, a very warm welcome to all our other 

international guests – at last count we have 218 

of our friends from over the ditch, along with      

another 42 international players from 13 other 

countries. 

A very big thank you again to my partner Sue Z, 

who has provided another 

entertaining Bridge             

Companions programme    

along with several social     

activities to keep everyone 

involved throughout the      

duration of the event.      

Please support those who 

support us! A full listing is 

available in this Bulletin and on the screens 

throughout the Centre. 

The bulletins are your greatest source of              

information and this year we welcome back Editor 

Stephen Lester, heading our team with world      

renowned bridge expert and columnist Barry Rigal, 

who tells me the Gold Coast Congress is his        

favourite event! And that’s saying something when 

you consider Barry ventures around the globe     

reporting as sub-editor on many major tournaments 

in the WBF calendar. 

Talking about the WBF calendar, the World Bridge 

Tour (WBT) has just kicked off in Iceland with the 

Reykjavík teams & pairs. The idea of a World Tour 

(conceived by last year’s visitor to the GCC, WBF 

President Jan Kamras) is to rank the performance 

of partnerships in international bridge. 

After the 2023 “Dry Run” of the WBT, (won by top 

Italian pair Alfredo Versace & Antonio Sementa) the 

Gold Coast pairs and teams is next on the list; This 

mailto:sleksix@gmail.com
mailto:barryrigal@mindspring.com
mailto:barryrigal@mindspring.com
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Tit for tat 

by Barry Rigal 

South deals, nil vulnerable 

ª  Q 10 5  

[ A 7 4 3  

} Q 7 3 2  

§  A 9  

ª  4       ª  K 8 2  

[ Q J 9 8 6    [ K 10 5 2  

} K J 10 4    } A 5  

§  Q 5 2        §  J 10 7 3  

ª  A J 9 7 6 3 

[ ---  

} 9 8 6  

§  K 8 6 4 

WEST   NORTH    EAST   SOUTH 

    Allegaert      Jaggy  

   2] 

pass   2NT    pass   3}
1
 

pass   4]     all pass 

1. Non-minimum 

You show me your (trump 

coup) and I’ll show you 

mine!  

On successive deals from 

the Kaplan Blue Ribbon 

Pairs final, the opportunity 

for a trump coup               

presented itself and both 

    N 
W     E 
     S 

Richard Ward  

World class Co-Editor 

Co-editor Barry Rigal, born in   

England but now firmly based 

in New York will be providing in 

depth commentary on the 

boards played across the     

seven days of the congress. 

Among Barry’s many                 

accomplishments are author, writer, player and 

Vugraph commentator. (Barry is Chief             

Commentator of WBF and EBL events.)  

He is also President of the highly regarded IBPA 

(International Bridge Press Association). Barry is      

always on the lookout for a good hand, featuring 

play and defence, squeeze or coup or a good 

joke, so if you have one to report either find him in 

the room, where he will often be kibitzing, email 

him via the link on the front of the bulletin or at                   

barryrigal@mindspring.com 

Barry has written a number of books, including the 

winning 2022 ABTA book in the Advanced        

category, Test Your Bridge Judgment (Bridge        

Winners’ Press.) 

Ed: We are fortunate the GCC is Barry’s favourite 

event, so take advantage of the fact you can     

expect to see incisive and witty writeups of feature 

hands.  

Barry was good friends with Pablo Lambardi, who 

died on Christmas Day. Pablo was a frequent visi-

tor to our summer events (he was here last year.) 

He has collected some great hands featuring 

Pablo, a couple of which I featured with Barry’s 

permission in the recent Summer Festival Bulletin. 

Here’s one from the 2021 fall NABC in Austin, Tx: 

truly puts the Gold Coast on the world map and for 

our top Aussie & NZ players along with other      

international visitors it is a wonderful opportunity to 

help accrue points towards their 2024 ranking. 

The theme this year is “Sports Day” – please come 

well-dressed on Wednesday in your best attire. As 

in the past I am certain it will be a fun event for all 

those that get involved! 

I warmly welcome all our regulars, as you are the 

backbone of our tournament – and to all first timers 

and especially novices - I hope it is a pleasant     

experience where you enjoy not only good bridge 

but a happy and enjoyable time. 

May you all have a wonderful experience and when 

it is time to return home, please spread the word 

about our Congress to your friends. We would love 

to meet them too! 

Tim Runting                                                                                                                                                     

Richard Ward 

Gold Coast Congress Tournament Organiser                                                                                           

QBA President 

Barry 

Jaggy 

mailto:barryrigal@mindspring.com
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    N 
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sides took advantage when Danny and JoAnn 

Sprung met Jaggy Shivdasani and Wynn Allegaert. 

On a heart lead, Jaggy took the ace, pitching a    

diamond, then ruffed three hearts in hand, using 

{A and a club ruff to get back to dummy. Then he 

ruffed his last club with ]Q and passed ]10     

successfully. In the four-card ending he exited with 

a diamond and sat back to wait for his ]A-J. 

Not to be outdone, Danny Sprung showed on the 

next deal that he knew a thing or two about trump 

coups. 

West deals, all vulnerable 

ª  10  

[ K Q 10 9 7  

} 9 8 5 3  

§  A K 9  

ª  K J 7 4       ª  A Q 3  

[ A 5 4 2        [ 8 6  

} Q          } A K J 2  

§  J 7 3 2        §  8 6 5 4  

ª  9 8 6 5 2 

[ J 3 

} 10 7 6 4  

§  Q 10 

WEST   NORTH    EAST   SOUTH 

Sprung      

pass    1[     dbl   pass 

2]    all pass 

On the lead of [K, Sprung won and unblocked 

the }Q, then crossed to ]A, running the diamonds 

to discard clubs. Now came a club to the 10, jack 

and king. (Yes, perhaps if South wins the {Q to 

play a trump he does better). Back came [K and a 

second heart. Danny ruffed high and led a club 

from dummy. This was the four-card ending: 

ª  ---  

[ 10 9  

} ---  

§  K 9  

ª  K J 7        ª  3  

[ 5       [ ---  

} ---       } ---  

§  ---       §  8 6 5  

ª  9 8 6 5 

[ --- 

} ---  

§  --- 

    N 
W     E 

When South ruffed high, Sprung discarded, and 

finessed ]7 on the trump return for +170. 

At another table, Pablo Lambardi (East) was in 

4] on the second deal following this auction: 

WEST   NORTH    EAST   SOUTH 

         Lambardi  

pass    1[     dbl   pass 

2[    pass    3}    pass 

3[    pass    3]    pass 

4]    all pass 

South led [J. In order to avoid the possible    

ending in the earlier version (and aided by the 

fact that West was dummy and the club        

weakness was not apparent), Lambardi ducked. 

He won [A at trick two, cashed }Q, played a 

spade to his queen and cashed his diamond    

winners, throwing clubs, then played a club. 

Even if South had shifted to a trump, declarer 

can succeed by covering a low spot with the 7 or      

winning ]8 (or 9) with the jack and ruffing a heart 

high. The same trump coup still works. 

Pablo at right , GCC 2023 

Jaggy Power 

Jaggy Shivdasani , previous page, partnering   

Rajeshwar Tiwari won the Invitational Pairs at the 

Gold Coast during the 2018 Commonwealth     

Nations Bridge Championships. 

He went on as part of INDIA A to win the final 

against AUSTRALIA. 

Jaggy, from Mumbai has spearheaded many    

Indian national teams, and has enjoyed great    

success in major US events, winning both the 

Spingold and the Reisinger in 1987. 
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Welcome! 

On behalf of the 

ABF we welcome 

you to the 2024 

Gold Coast      

Congress (GCC). 

It is great to see 

the event back at 

‘full strength’ after 

last year’s event had table number limitations. The 

GCC has long been the most popular event on the 

Australian Bridge calendar for a raft of very good 

reasons. Hopefully the weather this year will be 

favourable but from personal experience, we know 

you will have a great time even if we are being 

rained upon. 

Yet again Kim Ellaway, Tim Runting and their team 

have been working tirelessly to ensure that         

absolutely everything has been done to ensure we 

all have a wonderful experience. Even those of us 

who don’t play bridge as well as we would like 

seem to enjoy ourselves, thanks to them!  Kim and 

many others have advised the QBA they will be 

retiring from their Gold Coast roles after this year, 

so please ensure you take the opportunity to thank 

them for their service when you see them. 

We have several sponsors again this year. You will 

see them around throughout the Congress both 

outside the playing area and in the bulletins. As 

bridge players we tend to take sponsors for      

granted far too often. Bridge remains a very        

affordable pastime here in Australia thanks to our 

sponsors, so please remember when you are     

considering your purchases to support those     

companies that support us. 

Whilst on the topic of sponsorship, we would like to 

encourage you all to become sponsors yourselves.  

We have a team of Under 26 Women who are 

planning to go to Poland later this year to compete 

in the 8th World Youth Transnational                

Championships. Whilst they will be attending as 

Australian representatives the ABF does not have 

the funds this year to subsidise a second youth 

team. We have agreed to pay their entry fees but 

they need your help to cover their travel costs. We 

urge you all to support their fundraising efforts here 

at the GCC. 

Once again we will have several overseas visitors 

with us this year. It gives us great pleasure to      

welcome so many of you to our premier event. We 

would like to make special mention of two of our 

visitors.  

Firstly, Khunying 

(Esther) Sophonpanich 

and her Magic Eyes 

Team members.        

Esther is the President 

of the Asia Pacific 

Bridge Federation 

(APBF). Secondly,     

Allan Morris who is the 

Chairman of New     

Zealand Bridge will be 

playing in the Morris team. We thank both Esther 

and Allan for supporting bridge in Australia. 

We would like to ask everyone to reinforce our    

reputation of being friendly people here in Australia.  

Whilst it is 

easy for us to 

get caught up 

in the emotions 

of bridge from 

time to time, it 

is far more    

important that 

we all behave 

as fitting       

ambassadors 

for both bridge and Australia. Let’s ensure           

everyone goes home with a smile on their face and 

planning to return again next year. 

We wish you all a wonderful experience here at the 

Gold Coast and if you see either of us throughout 

the Congress please be sure to share your 

thoughts with us on how we can continue to         

improve bridge for everyone in Australia. 

Allison Stralow       David Fryda 

President      Executive Director 

 

Esther 

Allan 
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Joan McPheat – [ R.I.P. 11 November 2023 ] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Joan McPheat has made many significant          

contributions to bridge in Queensland since she 

first became involved with directing, administration 

and playing in the early 1980s. She and Reg 

Busch (QBA President 1973-1979, 1983-1986 and 

QBA Life Member) became a formidable directing 

duo, combining his expertise on regulations, 

movements, scoring and the Laws with her mainly 

self-taught computer-programming abilities.  

This was at a time when computer-bridge-scoring 

was in its infancy; Bridgemates did not exist; every 

sub-program required extensive error-discovery 

and on-the-job testing; the hardware for data    

storage and printing was relatively primitive. 

And so “Compscore” was born. Of particular      

importance was the user-friendliness of the        

software for directors unfamiliar with computers in 

general and this program in particular. Such      

matters as scoring errors, arrow-switched and 

fouled boards, tie-breaking and late adjustments 

after appeals all needed to be handled simply and 

efficiently by directors for whom time availability 

during an event was critical. Many, many years of 

time and individual effort by Joan (and Reg) went 

in to refining and adding to the Compscore menu.  

The Queensland-Wide Pairs has always been 

popular, with most clubs participating with large 

entries. In the early days, the clubs would hold the 
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event using travelling score cards which would be 

packaged and posted to Toowoomba into the   

waiting arms of Ivy Dahler and Enid Busch. They 

would then sticky-tape the travellers for each 

board into one continuous strip, each strip being 

long enough to start at the front steps, wind 

through the house and finish out in the back yard! 

Then the arduous task of walking up and down to 

manually score each board would begin.  

With Joan’s assistance, a new scoring module was 

created which allowed the traveller scores from 

each club to be entered 

into Compscore, scored, 

tallied and amalgamated 

into the final Queensland - 

Wide results listing. 

In the mid-1990’s and after 

a few years of use at club and congress level, 

Compscore became sufficiently sophisticated to be 

trialled at the daunting Gold Coast Congress. This 

was a daring step to take, as the number of        

entrants in the multi-level pairs events was far    

beyond anything attempted previously.  

To complicate matters further, the venue for the 

GCC at the time was the ANA Hotel – awkwardly 

taking up all of the 2nd and 4th floors. Joan     

gathered together a team of scorers who manually 

entered all of the scores as they were delivered on 

paper score sheets by volunteer runners. As the 

data entry for each 

qualifying section was        

completed, Joan 

would move from 

computer to computer, 

ready to download the 

information onto disks. 

She then uploaded 

each disk on to her 

own computer where 

Compscore could then 

combine and compile 

the entire event into 

one huge set of        

results.  

This was a trail-blazing moment in Queensland 

bridge history and one that required all of Joan’s 

undoubted courage and tenacity to bring to fruition. 

All it would have taken would have been one tiny 

failure of the system at any point to bring the whole 

congress grinding to a calamitous halt – collapsing 

like a house of cards – and the responsibility for its 

success or its failure was Joan’s alone. 

History should record this triumphant occasion. 

 

Joan became the QBA State Masterpoint          

Secretary in 1990, a role 

she maintained for a       

remarkable 25 years. The 

QBA has always been    

fortunate to have such 

competent people in this 

important position (Reg Busch, Ivy Dahler, Joan 

McPheat and Peter Busch) each of whom has, 

without fail, regularly reported to the QBA Council 

with the words “All masterpointing is completed 

and up-to-date”. 

Despite the latest developments in technology, 

Joan’s legacy continues throughout Queensland to 

this day and it is timely for this to be recognised by 

awarding her Life Membership. 

Joan’s long and meritorious contribution to 

Queensland bridge was recognized when she was 

elevated to Honorary Life Member of the     

Queensland Bridge 

Association. 

So, what did Joan do 

for her goals in             

retirement? 

She turned her hand to 

supporting learners. 

Every Wednesday at 

the Sunshine Coast 

Contract Bridge Club, 

she would be there 

helping new players to 

gain the skills to enjoy 

the great game. With 

Alison Dawson as the 

Joan accepting life membership of the Sunshine 

Coast BC from President Brian Cordiner 
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primary teacher, she built a great affinity. Joan 

took them straight from lessons and built their 

skills in supervised play so that they could take 

their place in regular sessions. This wearisome, 

endless task was appreciated by the continuous 

stream of learners. 

At the behest of her learners, Joan’s devotion  

culminated in her receiving a volunteer’s award in 

the Australia Day Honours in 2014. Joan was  

also elevated to the very short list of honorary life 

members of the Sunshine Coast Contract Bridge 

Club. 

The QBA hosts an annual Festival of Bridge. 

Three sessions of teams sees players playing for 

the Reg Busch Trophy – the Queensland Open 

Teams.  The now three sessions of pairs sees 

players playing for the Joan McPheat Trophy – 

the Queensland Open Pairs Championship. 

The Gold Coast Congress will honour Reg and 

Joan with a trophy for the winner of the three    

Butler events. It will be called the Reg and Joan 

Trophy. 

Kim Ellaway 

Manager 

Queensland Bridge Association 
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Sorry, Partner  

Argentinian champion Agustin Madala joins us to 

talk about playing on auto-pilot, the addictive nature 

of the game, and the way his partner’s upbeat    

temperament keeps him cool under pressure. Plus, 

he shares his top tip for developing players. But 

first, we kibitz! 

Never miss an episode ... We've been hearing that 

the "new episode" announcements don't always 

make it to people. "Follow" us in your favourite   

podcast app and you'll never miss a show. You can 

find us on Apple podcasts, Spotify or wherever you 

get your podcasts. P.S. "following" us is easy once 

you're in the app.  

https://sorrypartner.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e3969d5366be9d04754d9585f&id=ba76a0d29d&e=6a7453ea98
https://sorrypartner.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e3969d5366be9d04754d9585f&id=d5cbf9cca5&e=6a7453ea98
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15% Discount when you show you 

are from the congress 

10% Discount on showing you are from 

the congress at Hideaway Kitchen and 

Bar, 2657 Gold Coast Highway,         

Broadbeach 

SPONSORS 
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Tips for new players 

by Frank Stewart 

Prolific bridge player, columnist 

and author Frank Stewart has 

provided a wealth of material for        

countless NABC bulletins as well 

as newspaper columns, teaching 

and his own bridge books - 25 of them! Barry 

Rigal mentioned to Frank we were keen for good 

material for our newer players, and Frank obliged. 

I have a slight relationship with Frank from the 

times he supported Australian Bridge magazine 

and was a Bidding Forum panellist. When I had an 

email correspondence with him last month he   

remembered this and told me: 

“In 1968 -- 56 years ago -- when I was in the Army 

and stationed in Korea, I played for Korea in the 

Far East Championship in Kuala Lumpur. I knew 

little about the game then, and here I was, up 

against Australia, who won - Tim Seres, Roelof 

Smilde, Jim Borin, Wally Scott, Jessel Rothfield, 

and also the great Taipei team.” 

Frank’s Daily Bridge Column is a go to read for 

many keen players. His syndicated column        

appears daily at www.baronbarclay.com. He is 

coming up on 12,000 by-lined columns.  

Tips for New Players 

Basic bidding 

What would you say is the best part of an expert’s 

game? It’s not that an expert can pull off an      

esoteric squeeze. Experts win for three reasons: 

1. Their focus lets them keep avoidable errors 

to a minimum;  

2. their judgment is sharp, based on              

experience; and  

3. their fundamental skills are rock-solid. Give 

an expert a problem in basic bidding or play, 

and he will go right.  Always. 

To test your basic bidding, try this quiz. 

1. You hold: ] J76   [ A5   } 76   { KJ10853. 

Your partner opens 1NT (15 - 17 HCP). 

What is your call? 

2. .You hold ] Q5  [ 754  } A10632  { K53. 

Your partner opens 1], you respond 1NT 

and he bids 2[. What is your call?.  

3. You hold:  ] 74  [ AQ } A10764   { AQ76. 

You open 1},  partner responds 1], you bid 

2{ and partner returns to 2} You try 2NT, 

and he bids 3}. What is your call? 

4. You hold :  ] AQ54   [ 4   }AQ762  { KT5. 

You open 1}. partner responds 1[, you bid 

1] and he rebids 2[. What is your call? 

5. You hold:  ] AQ52   [ J63   } 63   { 8532. 

Your partner opens 1[. What is your call? 

6. You hold: ] AJ63  [ K4  } 53 { AQ43. 

Your partner opens 1[. What is your call? 

7. You hold: ] 764  [ 10742  } AKJ4  { A104. 

You open 1}, and your partner responds    

1[. RHO  overcalls 1]. What is your call? 

Answers overleaf 

Farewell to 

Gerald Schaaf 

Gerald started 

working at the 

GCC in 1997 as 

a caddy (back in 

the ANA days) 

and in 1999 took 

over the entries 

both on and off 

site, dinner 

dance              

co-ordinator and 

prize guru.   

As we all know this is now undertaken by four   

different people. When Gerald retired from being 

the Entries Co-ordinator he took on the job of   

Dinner Dance Co-ordinator which he has done 

ever since, however, has tried to retire every year 

but continues to do it as a favour for me. Thank 

you Gerald for not only helping out over the past 

25 plus years but being one of my bestest friends. 

Kim Ellaway 

http://www.baronbarclay.com/
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Gold Coast      

farewells 

Anne Russell 

Ed: This year 

sees a number   

of  longterm   

congress          

facilitators -        

including  Kim 

and Ray Ellaway  

- complete their last year as workers. 

Our second farewell is to Anne Russell: 

“When Therese Tully became Convenor, many 

Kenmore  members put their hands up to help. 

Anne was one of them. She came with lots of 

skills but the main one  was her photography 

prowess.  

Anne has been  responsible for the photos that 

are archived so professionally on the website. 

Anne has been working with us since 2013.   

Thank you, Anne.” 

Kim Ellaway 

 

1. Bid 3NT. Rarely, 3NT will fail when a club  

  contract would have been better, but the  

  nine-trick game is more likely to make. To  

  play at notrump might be essential at        

  matchpoint scoring 

2. Take a “false preference” to 2]. To pass 

might work if opener has a minimum with     

5-5 in the majors, but if he has 5-4, to play at 

the 5-2 fit will usually be better. Moreover, 

you have a decent hand, so give partner  

another chance if he has extra strength 

3. Pass. You tried for game, partner rejected. 

Respect a signoff. 

4. Pass. Partner has long hearts but a poor 

hand. You have no game, and his hand may 

be worthless unless hearts are trumps.  

Don’t fight a misfit. 

5. Raise to 2[. You suggest a trump suit and 

limit your strength promptly. A 1] response 

would do neither. To raise would still be cor-

rect with ]  AJ432   [ Q52   } 65   { 543. 

6. Bid 2{. You have the ammunition for      

several bids, so bid your long suit first. 

With ] AJ64   [ K4   } 53   { Q10543, to 

respond 1] would be correct ; locating a fit 

in the other major would be a priority. 

7. Bid 2[. Your hand is a minimum, but you 

can’t suppress a fit for partner’s suit.  In 

some situations, a “free bid” may suggest a 

sound hand, but a “free raise” has no such 

implication. 

 

Tips for new players 

2023 Bobby Richman Open Pairs winners 

Finn Kolesnik - Adam Kaplan 
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My name is Carmel Martin, co-founder and       

treasurer of Zephyr Education Inc. For the few who 

don’t know, Zephyr helps those affected by         

domestic and family violence to resume their      

education – usually within 24 to 48 hours of        

receiving a request for assistance.  

We provide (mostly) children in Domestic Violence 

shelters, Family Service organisations and        

outreach services with some or all of their school 

needs - as and when required – on approval only, 

which approval is frugally and carefully assessed. 

We don’t pay into any private accounts. The range 

of what Zephyr pays for includes: the full book list 

specific to the child's year and school; full uniform 

including shoes, socks and hats; swimwear;    

lunchbox and water bottle; resource fees, iPads 

and laptops - expensive, yet indispensable learning 

tools. 

Our aim is solely to have that child - the saddest 

and most vulnerable victim of domestic violence, 

look like every other school child, so they do not 

feel out of place, nor appear less valuable than 

others, nor attract the eye of a potential bully. This 

is all in the hope that they can resume their        

education successfully.   

11 years ago, Isabella Bevan, Zephyr’s President 

and my sister, read Kathleen Noonan’s article 

about children arriving at school from shelters    

without shoes or school bags… and Zephyr was 

born. On that memorable day, she informed me 

that “she thought WE – she and I and our poor 

long-suffering husbands, could do something 

about it”. For many reasons, I groaned (inwardly,      

I hope). 

She thought that she and David, Terry and I could 

fund this enterprise, and with my reluctant           

acquiescence, which she mistook for enthusiasm, 

she set out to approach domestic violence refuges 

to ascertain exactly what their needs were and if 

anyone else was fulfilling them. They weren’t     

according to the model she had in mind i.e.             

IMMEDIATE, PRACTICAL, UNCOMPLICATED 

access to assistance - all provided ENTIRELY BY 

VOLUNTEERS with MINIMAL OVERHEADS    

AND EXPENSES. 

Zephyr very quickly became an ACNC registered 

charity with tax deductible status – and I’ll say it 

again - run entirely by volunteers and with       

overheads of less than 1% making virtually all of 

your tax deductible donation work for our 
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cause.  This is how we started and this is how 

we’ve continued. 

The bridge community, starting with my home 

club QCBC, has been right beside us from the 

very beginning. The wider bridge community    

continues to support Zephyr with club charity 

days and individual donations. The QBA again 

has Zephyr as its charity at the 2024 Gold Coast 

Congress. The value of this exposure is           

incalculable and I can’t begin to thank you for 

your unstinting support.  

I’ve given up believing Isabella that she’ll stop 

registering shelters and outreach organisations. 

Last year the number was 170. As I write this in 

late January 2024, the number has grown to 208. 

We now support 139 organisations in QLD, 12 in 

Tasmania, 29 in WA, 23 in NSW, 3 in the ACT, 1 

in Darwin and 1 in SA. 

In the 2022-2023 financial year, Zephyr Education 

paid for uniforms for 1379 children and resource 

fees for 355 children. 

Some of what we also supplied were:  

 396 laptops and iPads;  

 2712 school bags; and  

 1999 pairs of school shoes 

School stationery expenditure was $146343, up 

from $116114 in 21/22.  

We also provide swimwear, pay camp fees etc,   

so that child is not missing out.  

In the 2022-2023 financial year, the total          

expenditure including cost price stock, uniforms 

and resource fees amounted to $745,061 which 

was an increase of 33% on the $560,124 spent in 

21/22 which was an increase of 19.6% on the 

previous year. Yes, heartbreakingly our numbers 

are increasing. 

Zephyr now supports more than 3000 children 

each year and has become an acknowledged 

game changer in the sector. The best evidence of 

Zephyr’s impact is receiving unsolicited praise, so 

I’ve again set out some excerpts as follows:  

“Hi Isabella, how are you? Thank you for your 

phone call this morning, it was lovely to speak 

with you and hear about the wonderful work 

that Zephyr does. It is so great that we have 

wonderful people in our community who think 

about and really understand what our kids go 

through when they experience DFV and are 

forced to suddenly leave   away from other    

family, friends, pets and forced to change 

schools and not know anyone. It is so           

important for them to try and fit in and feel part 

of it all as quickly as possible so thank you for 

what you do, it is absolutely amazing.”  

Another: “Just a brief line Isabella to thank you 

so much for meeting our request this morning 

and so promptly too. We are left breathless by 

the abilities and generosity of Zephyr. Please 

thank your team.” 

Another: “A mother said her kids had never had 

new uniforms before and that they ‘won’t know 

themselves’ in new uniforms.” She then 

broke down and cried.  

Another: “I hope this short piece can support 

you to continue make big things happen, we 

all appreciate you and everything Zephyr does 

to support our work and clients.” 

Our partnership with Zephyr Education has 

been blossoming for two years now. In that 

time Zephyr Education has provided support 

with an enormous amount of generous         

materials and resources that assist a child    

escaping DFV return to school with the    

equipment and uniforms they need to remove 

some of the barriers children experience     

during this unfortunate and often                   

unpredictable journey.”  

Beyond the materials though is the social and 

emotional wellbeing that is improved for    

families thanks to the assistance of Zephyr   

Education. 

And I love this one which has stuck with me and 

which I know I told you about last year:  

“Thanks Barb, for everything. Kelsey, Isabella 

and yourself have been amazing. Myself and 

the family have been very grateful. Wish you 
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could have been there to see the smile of the 

youngest girl when she tried on her uniforms. 

I hope you could feel it though, I’m sure it 

beamed all around the world  

I read somewhere that ‘great things can be        

accomplished when no one wants to take credit’. 

Zephyr personifies this ideal and is the closest 

thing to ‘egoless’ that I have had the privilege to be 

a part of. 

The heart of Zephyr is an incredibly selfless,     

generous, motivated team of over 50 volunteers 

working daily to ensure that we are responding to 

and completing every request as quickly as       

possible, raising funds, delivering to all corners of 

the country (thank you Followmont Transport and 

all the suppliers who deliver free of charge) and 

attending to the myriad logistics which come with 

operating what is now a sizeable business.   

Zephyr wouldn’t exist without the hugely           

compassionate contribution of these tireless good 

men and women some of whom you will find as 

partners or opposition at this very congress. On 

top of all this is the support and motivation         

received from everyone who supports Zephyr’s 

vision – you’re an indispensable part of the team.  

Our focus is, and always has been, on the children 

and their education. But this, of course, also      

assists the carers of all children who fall within our 

scope, including mothers, fathers, grandparents, 

foster carers and guardians.  

We weren’t looking for something to do – we stum-

bled on the need and thought we could do some-

thing. You’ve all got behind us and huge numbers 

of children have felt less alone and a little more 

loved.  

If you would like to make a donation, we will be 

rattling collection boxes and have Eftpos machines 

on hand. Kim Ellaway in the main office has kindly 

volunteered to accept donations as well.  

All donations are tax deductible and for those of 

you who may wish to donate by bank transfer – 

Zephyr’s bank account details are:   

 

NAB   Zephyr Education Inc    

BSB: 084-004;   ACC: 15-629-0526   

Please reference your name and send your 

email address to                                                     

admin@zephyreducation.com.au   so I can   

forward your receipt.  

And to repeat what I said last year - have a safe, 

brilliant congress. We're so lucky to have this   

fabulous game in our lives - non bridge players 

have no idea what they're missing.   

Thank you all from the bottom of my heart.  

Carmel Martin   

Co-founder and Treasurer   

Zephyr Education Inc.          

Liam Milne, Celebrity Speaker 

Leading thirds and fifths 

Sunday 18 February, 1.30 - 2.15pm 

mailto:admin@zephyreducation.com.au
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SUNDAY, MONDAY and FRIDAY SWISS PAIRS 
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Romanian champion Mihaela Balint joins us to talk 

about what drew her to bridge, why she   became 

an international tournament director, and what 

keeps her fascinated by the game. Plus, she shares 

her top tip for developing players. But first, we kibitz! 

Never miss an episode ... "Follow" us ing your        

favourite podcast app and you'll never miss a show. 

You can find us on Spotify, Apple or wherever you 

get your podcasts.  
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DRESS UP THEME DAY  

We encourage all players to dress in keeping 

with the Gold Coast Annual Theme for    

Wednesday Teams Sessions.  

The 2024 theme is SPORTS DAY !  

Please celebrate our 62nd year and wear your 

most sporty gear. The photography will         

commence when play finishes and the parade 

from 2:30pm to 3:00pm Wednesday 21st      

February. Prizes will be available for some   

combination of groups, pairs or individuals.  
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2024 - 20 years ago 

2004 was the 43rd Surfers, growing every year, 

but still contained within the confines of the ANA 

and GCI Hotels, but the first event without         

superstar Tim Seres, who had been every year 

since 1964. 

Players mourned the recent passing of Jim Borin 

and Bobby Evans. 

The Indonesians were there following their      

January trip to Canberra Summer Festival, where 

they defeated MARSTON in the final: 

“1000+ Australians in 250 teams took on a team 

from Indonesia and lost, again. From the         

winning Canberra team, Bert Polii & Julius 

George are also in Surfers. Also back are Taufik 

Asbi & Lusje Bojoh, part of the Indonesian team 

that made the semis here last year.”  

Here is a famous hand: 

2004 NOT Final :  

North deals, EW vulnerable 

] 8 7 

[ K J 9 8 

} A K 9 5 4 

{ 9 5 

 ] Q 6 5 4 3      ] A 2 

 [ A 2        [ 7 4 

 } Q 10 8 3      } 6 

 { 7 6        { A K Q J T 8 4 2 

 ] K J 10 9 

 [ Q 10 6 5 3 

 } J 7 2 

 { 3 

WEST   NORTH    EAST   SOUTH 

Tontey   Burgess   Waluyan  Bach  

    1}     2{    dbl  

pass   2[     3{    3[  

3NT    pass    pass    4[  

dbl    pass     4NT    all pass 

10 tricks, +630 EW  

Bach did well to save against 3NT. 4[ can        

escape for -100 but the Indonesians did even  

better to land on a sixpence. In the Closed room:  

] 8 7 

[ K J 9 8 

} A K 9 5 4 

{ 9 5 

 ] Q 6 5 4 3      ] A 2 

 [ A 2        [ 7 4 

 } Q 10 8 3      } 6 

 { 7 6        { A K Q J T 8 4 2 

 ] K J 10 9 

 [ Q 10 6 5 3 

 } J 7 2 

 { 3 

WEST   NORTH    EAST   SOUTH 

Marston  Noldy    Thomson  Polii  

    1} 1    3NT    dbl  

pass   pass    4{    pass  

4NT   pass    5{    all pass 

1. Precision 

1} in the Closed Room was  

Precision so Thomson couldn’t 

bid 3} as a stopper ask. 3NT 

was a good shot but Polii’s    

double suggested a red suit 

problem. He ran twice, rejecting        

Marston’s imaginative offer. 

+950 had become -100 for a 20 

IMP turnaround, equal to the final margin. 

Reported by Nick Hughes 

and Nicoleta Giura,         

Editors 

This editor: 20 years later, 

I still remember this       

disastrous deal in          

Australian bridge history. 
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https://www.paperturn-view.com/?pid=ODc8766018&v=1.137

